YOUR THERMOSTATS WHITE LABEL PARTNER

New Product Release - COMFORTO by M2S
TX120 BACNET-IP OVER WI-FI

QUEBEC, Canada, January 21, 2020 – M2S has released for immediate sales the TX120 Bacnet-IP over WiFi that introduces new features to M2S Electronics’ line of thermostats for intelligently giving you control.

Being fully customizable design platforms, M2S thermostats allow endless possibilities for the end-customer in terms of design, functionality, and more.

comforto by M2S is the newest introduction among broader families: prestigio by M2S, espresso by M2S and smartio by M2S.

TX120 – Commercial Thermostats
7” Resistive Touchscreen
Full Color Display
BACnet MS/TP or IP over WiFi
Low Voltage
RTU

For more information on the products, visit www.m2selectronics.com/hvac-thermostats. Specific questions regarding features can also be emailed to info@m2s.ca